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Abstract

Background: Human papillomavirus (HPV) infections are the most common sexually transmitted infections. In the absence of vaccination, it is estimated that 75% of sexually active Canadians will have an HPV infection at some point in their lives. HPV vaccine programs were first recommended by Canada’s National Advisory Committee on Immunization (NACI) in 2007. In addition to the existing HPV vaccine options in Canada, NACI recently recommended the use of a newly authorized nine-valent HPV (HPV9) vaccine according to a 3-dose immunization schedule for the prevention of HPV types 6-, 11-, 16-, 18-, 31-, 33-, 45-, 52- and 58-related cancers and anogenital warts in females aged 9 to 45 years and males aged 9 to 26 years. New data have emerged evaluating a 2-dose immunization schedule for HPV9 vaccine in males and females, which NACI reviewed in order to provide timely guidance on the possibility of a 2-dose immunization schedule for HPV9 vaccine. Recently, a growing number of studies have also specifically explored the responses of immunocompromised subgroups to HPV vaccines, which also triggered a NACI literature review and updated recommendations on this topic.

Objectives: To review evidence for a 2-dose immunization schedule of the HPV9 vaccine and provide recommendations on vaccine schedule; and to summarize evidence from a recent NACI literature review on the use of HPV vaccines in immunocompromised populations and provide recommendations for HPV vaccine use in these groups.

Methods: The NACI HPV Working Group reviewed results from a clinical trial of HPV9 vaccine administered with a 2-dose immunization schedule in males and females (protocol V503-010) and performed a literature review on the topic of HPV immunization of immunocompromised populations. The NACI literature review and the NACI statement were published separately.

Results: Only one study investigated a 2-dose immunization schedule with HPV9 vaccine, a large manufacturer-sponsored randomized controlled trial (protocol V503-010) of good quality. Taken in context of studies with other HPV vaccines, NACI considered this study to be a sufficient evidence base for recommendations. Through a comprehensive literature review, 27 studies were identified for evidence synthesis including reports on vaccine immunogenicity, safety, or both for immunocompromised populations.

Conclusions: Based on the evidence reviewed, NACI issued new recommendations for the use of HPV9 vaccine with a 2-dose immunization schedule at 0, 6-12 months in young females and males and updated the grade of evidence for the use of HPV vaccines in immunocompromised populations.

**Introduction**

HPV infections are the most common sexually transmitted infections. In the absence of vaccination, it is estimated that 75% of sexually active Canadians will have a human papillomavirus (HPV) infection at some point in their lives. Quadrivalent (HPV4) and bivalent (HPV2) HPV vaccines have been authorized for use in Canada since 2006 and 2010, respectively. The National Advisory Committee on Immunization (NACI) has previously recommended HPV4 vaccination in males and females according to a 3-dose (0, 2, 6 months) or a 2-dose (0, 6 months) immunization schedule, or HPV2 vaccination for females according to a 3-dose (0, 1, 6 months) or a 2-dose (0, 6 months) immunization schedule, depending on the age and health status of the recipient. In February 2015, a nine-valent HPV vaccine (HPV9) (Gardasil®9, Merck Canada, Inc.) was authorized for use in Canada for the prevention of HPV types 6-, 11-, 16-, 18-, 31-, 33-, 45-, 52- and 58-related cancers and anogenital warts in females aged 9 to 45 years and males aged 9 to 26 years; this vaccine was recommended by NACI as a 3-dose immunization schedule in a NACI Statement (1) and Canada Communicable Disease Report (CCDR) summary (2) published in July 2016. Immunization against HPV types 16 and 18 can prevent approximately 70% of anogenital cancers and 60% of high-risk precancerous cervical lesions. It is estimated that immunization against the additional five HPV types contained in the HPV9 vaccine can prevent up to an additional 14% of anogenital cancers and up to 30% of high-risk precancerous cervical lesions.

NACI reviewed new clinical trial evidence for a 2-dose immunization schedule of HPV9 vaccine in order to provide timely guidance on the possibility of a 2-dose immunization schedule for HPV9 vaccine. Previous NACI Statements have also discussed the use of HPV vaccines in immunocompromised populations, but this has been largely in the absence of strong evidence for these groups. Recently, a growing number of studies have specifically explored the responses of immunocompromised subgroups to HPV vaccines, which triggered a NACI Literature Review on this topic and advice in the statement. This paper summarizes the recent NACI Statement on the evidence and recommendations for a 2-dose immunization schedule for HPV9 vaccine (3) and the NACI Literature Review that updates the evidence on the use of HPV vaccines in immunocompromised persons (4). These new recommendations are published in the full NACI Statement (3) and also in the HPV chapter of the Canadian Immunization Guide, where all current HPV recommendations from NACI are synthesized and presented together (5).

**Methods**

NACI reviewed key questions on HPV9 vaccine as proposed by the HPV Working Group, including: the safety, immunogenicity and efficacy of the HPV9 vaccine with a 2-dose immunization schedule. Only one manufacturer-sponsored clinical trial was identified (protocol V503-010) (6). The NACI HPV Working Group reviewed detailed study methods and results obtained from the vaccine manufacturer. Two independent reviewers appraised the study for internal validity to assign the level and quality of evidence, which was validated by the Working Group Chair and subjected to a modified peer review process by the Working Group and NACI.

NACI also reviewed key questions for a literature review on HPV vaccines in immunocompromised populations as proposed by the HPV Working Group, including the specific question: “Do immunization outcomes differ for subgroups of immunocompromised populations?” A literature review was conducted according to established NACI methodology (7). Details of this literature review and associated methodology (search terms, inclusion/exclusion criteria, databases, number of results) can be found in the NACI Literature Review for HPV Immunization of Immunocompromised Populations (4). Proposed recommendations were developed based on the literature review. NACI approved specific evidence-based recommendations and elucidated the rationale and relevant considerations in the statement update.

**Results**

A large randomized controlled trial of good quality, demonstrating that immunogenicity following a 2-dose immunization schedule among females and males 9 to 14 years of age, was not inferior to a 3-dose schedule in women 16 to 26 years of age. Taken in context of studies on 2-dose immunization schedules with other HPV vaccines, NACI considered the body of evidence to be sufficient to issue recommendations on a 2-dose immunization schedule for HPV9 vaccine.

On the topic of immunocompromised populations, the literature review identified 27 studies for evidence synthesis including reports on immunogenicity, safety, or both (4). Studies were grouped broadly into two categories: HIV infected populations and groups receiving therapeutic immunosuppression. Cohort study was the predominant experimental design and most included a low participant number with quality ranging from good to poor.

Immunosuppressive regimes were typically reported for patients with acquired therapeutic immunodeficiency, but unfortunately these studies did not often stratify results according to treatment modality. The extent of effective immunosuppression was not measured or reported in any study, but CD4 counts were typically provided for studies of HIV infected patients. All studies used HPV2 or HPV4 vaccines with a routine 3-dose schedule, except one study which provided an additional fourth dose. No study used the recently-authorized HPV9 vaccine.

**Conclusion**

Based on the evidence reviewed, NACI issued three recommendations on the use of a 2-dose immunization schedule in immunocompetent populations and the use of HPV vaccines in immunocompromised populations (Text box).
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 2-DOSE HPV9 SCHEDULE IN IMMUNOCOMPETENT POPULATIONS

Recommendation 1: Immunocompetent Females and Males 9-14 Years of Age

NACI recommends that HPV9 vaccine should be offered according to either a 2-dose or 3-dose immunization schedule in immunocompetent females and males 9 to 14 years of age (as with HPV2 or HPV4 vaccines in females, and HPV4 vaccine in males in this population) - NACI Evidence Grade B Recommendation (fair evidence to recommend immunization).

NACI concludes that there is now fair evidence to recommend a 2-dose immunization schedule with HPV9 vaccine, although evidence is limited in quantity. Therefore, based on the current evidence reviewed for this and previous Advisory Committee Statements, NACI concludes that there is fair evidence to recommend either a 2-dose or a 3-dose immunization schedule with HPV9 vaccine (Evidence Grade B) and that there is good evidence to recommend either a 2-dose or a 3-dose immunization schedule with HPV2 or HPV4 vaccines (in females) and HPV4 vaccine (in males). In a 2-dose HPV immunization schedule with any HPV vaccine authorized for use in Canada, the second dose should be administered at least 24 weeks (6 months) after the first dose. Although long-term follow-up data are not currently available for a 2-dose schedule with HPV9, a study is currently underway to evaluate the duration of vaccine responses up to 36 months. As further evidence becomes available, the grade of this recommendation may change. There is no evidence to suggest that individuals will respond differently to HPV9 vaccine compared to either HPV2 or HPV4 vaccines.

Recommendation 2: Immunocompetent Females and Males ≥15 Years of Age

NACI continues to recommend that HPV9 vaccine should be offered according to a 3-dose immunization schedule in immunocompetent females and males 15 years of age and older (as with HPV2 or HPV4 vaccines in females and HPV4 vaccine in males) - NACI Evidence Grade B Recommendation (fair evidence to recommend immunization).

There are currently no studies directly evaluating a 2-dose immunization schedule for HPV9 vaccine in males and females 15 years of age and older. Therefore, a 3-dose schedule continues to be recommended in these populations. This recommendation is outlined in the previous statement Updated Recommendations on Human Papillomavirus (HPV) Vaccines: 9-valent HPV vaccine and clarification of minimum intervals between doses in the HPV immunization schedule. However, a recent study in India has suggested that 2 doses of HPV4 vaccine may be immunogenic in females aged 10-18 years, and NACI will continue to review similar evidence as it emerges in order to identify the optimal HPV9 immunization schedule for persons 15 years of age and older.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR HPV VACCINATION IN PERSONS WHO ARE IMMUNOCOMPROMISED AS A RESULT OF DISEASE OR MEDICATIONS

Recommendation 3:

NACI continues to recommend that HPV vaccines be administered using a 3-dose schedule in immunocompromised populations according to existing age guidelines – NACI Evidence Grade B Recommendation for HPV2 and HPV4 vaccine (fair evidence to recommend immunization); NACI Evidence Grade I Recommendation for HPV9 vaccine (insufficient evidence in either quantity and/or quality to make a recommendation, however other factors may influence decision-making).

While NACI’s recommendation regarding HPV2 and HPV4 vaccines in this population remains unchanged, based on the Literature Review conducted to inform these recommendations the Evidence Grade on which the recommendation is based has been upgraded from a Grade I (insufficient evidence in either quantity and/or quality to make a recommendation, however other factors may influence decision-making) to a Grade B (fair evidence to make a recommendation). Evidence does not suggest there are any unique safety concerns in using HPV2 or HPV4 vaccines for immunocompromised populations. There are currently no studies directly evaluating the immunogenicity, efficacy, or safety of HPV9 vaccine in immunocompromised populations with either a 3-dose or a 2-dose schedule (therefore the Evidence Grade on which the recommendation is based is Grade I). However, there is no evidence to suggest that individuals would respond differently to HPV9 vaccine compared to either HPV2 or HPV4 vaccines. As further evidence becomes available, the grade of this recommendation may change.

There are currently no published studies exploring a 2-dose HPV immunization schedule in immunocompromised populations. NACI concludes that there is fair evidence demonstrating that the immunogenicity of HPV2 and HPV4 vaccines can be diminished in immunocompromised populations following a 3-dose immunization schedule, although the antibody responses still typically exceed those resulting from natural infection in immunocompetent individuals. Therefore, although the immunogenicity and efficacy have not been fully characterised in all immunocompromised populations, individuals who are immunocompromised are expected to derive benefit from these vaccines and NACI continues to recommend vaccination of these groups using a 3-dose schedule to provide protection.
Table 1 summarizes the above recommendations according to when to give HPV vaccine and to whom. HPV immunization may be completed with HPV2, HPV4 or HPV9 vaccines in females and HPV4 or HPV9 vaccines in males, according to the immunization schedules summarized in this table. Where possible, the same vaccine should be used to complete the series. If completion of the series with the same vaccine is not possible, the HPV2, HPV4 or HPV9 vaccine may be used to complete the series in females and the HPV4 or HPV9 vaccine may be used to complete the series in males. The HPV9 vaccine among immunocompetent 9 to 26 year olds is expected to provide similar protective efficacy against genotypes contained in the HPV4 vaccine. Moreover, HPV9 vaccine protects against the additional five HPV types not contained in HPV4 vaccine (HPV 31, 33, 45, 52 and 58).

Efforts should be made to administer HPV vaccines at the recommended intervals. When an abbreviated schedule is required, minimum intervals between vaccine doses should be met. In a 3-dose schedule, the minimum interval between the first and second doses of vaccine is four weeks, the minimum interval between the second and third doses of vaccine is 12 weeks and the minimum interval between the first and last doses in either a 2-dose or 3-dose schedule is 24 weeks.
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